In this paper we continue our previous work on data fusion in visualization of 3D scene semantic model and propose to recognize events and states of scene objects under surveillance in an automatic way using feedback provided by the renderer. We developed ray-tracing based visualization for surveillance system, that is capable of recognizing object's state and at the same time present relevant information to the human operator.
surveillance systems play important role in current home care and facilities security applications. Among many research problems is graphical visualization of semantic messages to the human operator that he can percept information in more natural way. The other essential research question is how to recognize 3D objects and their state on the monitored scene only from their views (2D images from the camera).
In this paper we continue our previous work on data fusion in visualization of 3D scene semantic model and propose to recognize events and states of scene objects under surveillance in an automatic way using feedback provided by the renderer. We developed ray-tracing based visualization for surveillance system, that is capable of recognizing object's state and at the same time present relevant information to the human operator.
Introduction
Increasingly growing demand for automation of security and home care video surveillance systems has been observed in recent years [4] . Supporting or even replacing human in performing tedious and tiring tasks, such as watching security video streams, is essential requirement in designing a robust surveillance equipment. Cur- Current research focuses on many aspects of the video surveillance, ranging from the moving object detection and tracking [9, 15] to object and event recognition or behavioral analysis [1, 12] . One of the important aspects of video monitoring is effective presentation of an information relevant to the human operator (a semantic message visualization), so he/she can approve results produced by a video surveillance system. Our previous work [7] has focused on data fusion in web-based visualization of 3D scene semantic model. The idea was to perform fusion of video stream acquired from camera and semantic messages provided by separate video detection and recognition subsystems. The aim was to display semantic messages in form of realistic graphical overlays that correspond with topology and configuration of 3D scene under surveillance. In these way human operator could percept messages as video stream along with augmented objects of interest, e.g.: highlighted opening doors or moving pedestrians. The key problem addressed was calibration of camera and configuration of 3D scene so any object or action recognized by surveillance subsystem could be rendered over real image in place of the occurrence with respect to perspective distortion. Once camera and 3D scene were properly configured, it was possible to display 3D scene configuration and object of interest in other types of projection when necessary. The advantage of proposed idea was usage of highly portable HTML5 and WebGL environments that can exploit capabilities of GPU devices.
In this paper, we investigate slightly different approach.
Separation of the video recognition from visualization is an efficient solution that follows a MVC (model-viewcontroller) design pattern [10] (Fig. 1) . The user sees 3D objects (semantic messages) rendered over real image from camera. In order to properly render objects, 3D scene modeling and camera calibration has to be done in advance. Previously [7] , configuration of 3D scene was based on measurements obtained manually and fused with calibrated parameters of the surveillance camera. In this article, our goal is to merge rendering and identification stages. We aim to recognize state of objects under surveillance in a more automatic way, using camera parameters and feedback provided by the render. From the image recognition perspective -there is a challenge [8] of finding proper matching between low level-image features (extracted from video sequence) and generic object models. One solution is to bring the model closer to the image which leads to appearance-based techniques [6] . The main problem of this approach is that it requires storing a dense set of images of the object (seen from all possible viewpoints) and it is sensitive to changes of ambient light.
This leads to the idea of using rendered image of 3D scene not only to present semantic messages but also in the recognition process. Current graphics cards offer enough computational power to generate multiple views of the object and allow modeling various lighting conditions. Consequently, those images can be directly used to detect and recognize objects. As the task defined above is related to scene identification rather than visualization, custom renderer based on MATLAB environment accelerated by GPU CUDA library was used. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a general overview of the proposed approach. In Section 3 we describe the details of the experiments and results. Finally, Section 4 concludes our work and provides future research directions. The aim of the rendering module is to generate object's (or whole scene) image according to 3D scene model and camera calibration parameters (i.e. focal length, camerato-world coordinate transformation). If the positive match is found (according to assumed criteria), the corresponding recognition event is generated and at the same timepresented to the operator.
Camera calibration and scene configuration
In order to find out internal camera parameters a wellknown calibration method [2, 5, 17] , based on multiple views of chessboard pattern, has been used. Calibration procedure results in projection matrix A and optical distortion parameters Dc. Assuming considerable lens distortion, acquired frames of video stream can be rectified in order to minimize image distortion.
where:
To obtain realistic overlay on input image it is also necessary to use 3D model of the scene and its orientation against camera coordinate system. This was done by matching 4 selected points of the scene with their view on camera image. EPnP algorithm [11] was used to compute external camera parameters from point correspondences in form or rotation matrix R and translation vector T . According to equation P = [R|T ]M these parameters allow to render realistic view of the scene and objects if their 3D models M are given.
Scene definition and rendering pipeline
To create image of 3D scene model the rendering technique known as "raymarching with distance fields" has been used [13, 16] . It is a kind of an approximate solution to ray-casting algorithm, but is capable of producing highly detailed images in real-time with very simple code.
The idea of this method is to shoot rays from the eye (camera center in our case) through each pixel on the image plane, and finding the closest object blocking the path of the ray. Once the object is hit the color and shading of the corresponding pixel can be computed. The pseudo-code of the raymarching algorithm is provided in Fig. 3 . Given the pinhole camera model a rayOrigin vector can be calculated as follows (2) . The vector rayDirection, in turn, is given by equations (3)(4).
where: x, y -image pixel 2D coordinates, u, v, w -basis of 3D space calculated according to camera rotation R.
In traditional raytracing, a scene is often described by a set of triangles making up a mesh. Using some spatial acceleration structure, an exact intersection between the ray and the object scan be quickly solved. With raymarching however, intersection can also be found analytically for objects described by distance functions. For example the distance function for an unsigned box (of size b) centered in the origin can be simply modeled as (5) .
Once the distance to each object is defined, the scene can be described by a distance field function returning the minimum of all distances (union). Also, various operations can be performed on the distance fields. For example, the intersection of objects is maximum, and the complement is a negative distance. Calculating distance field saves memory (no need to store objects meshes) and ac- The custom renderer has been implemented in MATLAB environment and accelerated by GPU CUDA kernel.
Image processing and event detection
Image frames from both, the camera and the rendering pipeline, are processed using the same algorithm: RGB to grayscale conversion, canny edge detection and edge thickening by morphological dilatation (Fig. 4) . The only difference is that frames from camera are additionally rectified to correct camera lens distortion.
Then the similarity metric is used to determine how much the rendered scene is related to the real image. Currently we use two metrics. First is a direct comparison of corresponding edges on both images (6) . The second metric is based on distance transform of binary image (7).
where: BW In order to determine whether an event occurs it is necessarily to perform object's state detection on each frame of the video sequence (or at least on frames where motion is detected). However, one can note that sequence of frames from the camera and rendered images may vary in time or speed. Therefore, we propose to use well known DTW (Dynamic Time Warping) [14] algorithm for measuring similarity between two temporal sequences. It also should minimize influence of false state detections, which may be present.
Results and discussion
To estimate intrinsic camera parameters, a set of images of a checkerboard calibration pattern have been captured.
High resolution 2456 × 2058 color digital camera was used. Obtained intrinsic parameters are then used in the second stage of camera calibration (EPnP algorithm), that is estimation of extrinsic parameters (translation and rotation) using four calibration points. There are many methods of evaluation the accuracy of camera calibration (i.e. mean reprojection error, confidence intervals). In this research we used the following metric (8) (9) to assess the quality of estimated parameters. Results are presented in Tab. 1.
where: P im -model points annotated in 2D coordinate space, P r -2D coordinates of reprojected points computed with projection matrix A, translation T and rotation R. This procedure also allows for testing correctness of assumed similarity metric. Obtained binary edge images can be compared using similarity metric (6) (7) described in section 2. Results of matching are presented in Fig. 7 .
It can be noticed that edges do not overlap completely (p 1 = 93%, (1 − p 2 ) = 91%). However, looking at rendering results it can be noticed that differences are not significant.
To verify that our algorithm is capable of detecting the state of the particular object on the scene, a set of N images containing a sequence of door opening (currently in steps of five degrees) have been recorded. The resolution was the same as in calibration stage (2456 × 2058 pixels).
Then each of the test image It i (where: i = 1 · · · N ) was compared to the set of M rendered images Ir j (where: (Fig. 8) . This scene contained part of walls and door parametrized by opening angle (from 0 to 90 degrees). Comparison has been done using both similarity metrics, resulting in the similarity functions P α 1 and P α 2 ) and thus information how likely is observing the door at a given angle (Fig. 9) . Rendering results for detected angle are shown in Fig. 10 .
For the case presented in Fig. 9-10 , angle of door has been detected correctly. If we look at the detection results for all N test images, it can be noticed that incorrect results (angle absolute error is greater than threshold = 2.5 degree) are present (Fig. 11, Fig. 12 ). However, errors are small and DTW algorithm should be capable of correcting them. The video stream from the camera is processed so as to obtain relevant image features (in our case edges) that can next be compared with features resulting from processed in the same way rendered 3D scene image. The important part of this solution is proper camera calibration. Experimental results show that using simple similarity metric it is possible to efficiently recognize object's state (here -angle of door opening), by comparing processed real image with set of generated automatically hypotheses (rendered scene using parametrized 3D object model).
Currently, only simple object's representation has been used which limits wider application of proposed solution.
Therefore, further research will focus on the using more realistic (i.e. shadows, texture, lighting effects) renderings to achieve better recognition effectiveness. 
